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Any particular teaching performance is limited by

time and place and must be regarded as only a small sample of the

large collection of activities called eeaching. Evaluation is part of

teaching, but it may also be a separate activity carried on by a

third party. Evaluation methods differ according to the purpose,

whether for guidance of preservice teachers, improvement of training

programs, or certification. For both teacher educatice and teacher

certification a major problem is that of defining all the kinds of

jobs that teachers are expected to fill and adequately describing the

social and institutional settings in which the jobs exist. No matter

what the main reason for the evaluation of a particular teazhing

performance the evaluator must take some account of vhat the teacher

is trying to accoaplish. If teaching performance is tc be evaluated

in detail, some theory of teaching is needed as a guile to how it

should be broken down. Adequate justification for the theory must be

available in some form. A particularly difficult problem in

evaluating teaching performance is thet of gathering suf:Ucient

accurate data. If teaching performance is to be judged on the basis

of pupil learning, great care most be used to eliminate major sources

of error in the assessment at learning. Among the many issues related

to the problem of evaluating teacher performance are racial bias in

teacher selection, merit rating, accountability, differentiated

staffing, and community control of the schools. (NT)
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PERFORMANCE EVALUATION IN RELATION.TO TEACHER EDUCATION

ANp TEACHER CERTIFICATION

Summary_ of the Salient_points

Because this paper exaMines aspects of the.problem of

evaluating teaching performance in some depth, a summary of

some of the more salient points is here provided for con-

venienca.

1. Any particular teaching performance is limited by time

and place and other aspects of the Immediate situation

and must 136 regarded as only a small sample of the large

collection of activities called aasnins, which have

direct or indirect effects on lssEaLm.

2. Evaluation, which involves defining or reviewing objec-

tives, examination of experience, and making value judg-

ments based jointly on objectives and information about

experience, is part of teaching; but it may also be a

separate activity,carried on by a third party for pur-

poses other than those belonging strictly to the teach-

ing activity_itself. Evaluation methods will differ ac-

cording to its purposes, whether for guidance of teachers-
-preparation, improvament of training programs, or cer-

tification.

For both teacher education and teacher cercification a

major preliminary problem is that of defining all the

kinds of jobs that teachers are expected to fill and

adequately describing the social and instAtutional set-

tings in which the jobs exist or will (or should) exist

in the future.

No matter what the nein reason for the evaluation of a

particular teaching performance, the evaluator must take

some account'of what the teac.hr is trying to aCcoMplish,

So far as possible the evaluaOrmuat put this ir- a form

Of "behavioral objectives," ifTthe teach -as .not already

done so, and where this is impoSs tie must deal with

the problem of how to evaiJ less precise state-

ments of purpose P o e may change and.therefore the

evaluator k to see whether earlier statements of

yes still ePP137-

If teaching perfcirmance iS to be evaluated in_ detai_ o e

theory,of-teaching is needed.as a guide as.t6 how .it should .

be broken down into its-parte. , --The theory should .show,.

which parts are most important and'why and hoW the.parts
,

. .

.eombine to produce the reault. Adequate juStification for

the theory must be availablein same lorm. WhCt the



reasoning behind it should-suppert the conclusion that

the entire procedure is sensible and either necessary or

definitely beneficial.

A particularly difficult problem in evaluating teaching

performance is that of gathering sufficient accurate

data, pertinent te the purposes of the evaluation and

free from the influence of factors over which the teacher

pould not be expected to have any control. If teaching

performance is to he judged on'the basis ef pupil learn-

ing, great care must be used to eliminate major sources

of error in the assessment of learning. Among the major

sources of error are inadequate or poorly planned sam-

pling and insufficient control over the conditions under

which information is obtained. Instruments that have

been developed and might be used in evaluation of teach-

ing_performance are discussed in another paper.

Among the nany issues related te the problem of eveua-

tins teaching performance are: racial bias in the selec-

tion of teachers, merit rating as applied to teachers,

the accountability of-persons ind institutions fer their

educational effectiveness, the pros and cons of differen-

tial staffing of.the schools, and the issue of coriciunit-v

control of the schools,

Although tea-.

I. Tatotuction

education and teacher certification are obviously dif-

a

t and logically distinct, and serve purpeses that are generally well

understood, their mUtual int rdependence and the diversity of procedures

that they employ eften lead to confusien in discu4siens abent them; )itith

are mow in transition under the combined impact ef strongcriticism and

the availability of new major: resources, and hence.prepositions about them

that once ould..be taken fer granted may ne longer he true. It is no won-

der, thee, that the confusion proliferates. When the,realities change

the language changes also: new terms and new. meanings for elder terms be.;

cats Popular and other words and phrases fade away. emantic difficulties

.
tend tO. become a serious problem for.theseVheare'attempting to deal-with.

eeds tuations onene hand and to communicate,affectiyaly



about themon.the.other.. In fhese circumstances, it behooves us to be as

explicit as possible about the meanings of the terms we use and about the

assumptions we are waking.
.

In the7eectionsithat
follow.we.shall:first_consider the terminology

currently beingusedin diacussion-cif:teacher education and certificatio

especially7in:discussions.of
"competency-based" programs. Next we shall

777777 =77: 77777 '7=7 ',:77` 7-

attempt tocidentifythe-problems.thatTareAhherent
in-the evaluation of

,S7C2=7 7:7:1-

teaching performanee.--Afterthat.we.shall-consider,..more'briefly,
some of

the relatedissdes:in.teacherLeducationand:teadher-certification.
In a

:7

seocrate paper the state of the art in instrumentation pertinent to per-

2, 7.27
SL.1.17.-

formance eValuation'mill;befdiscussed.,

the
IIome,definitions of terms and ex.loration of_conce

ti: L-7

'--tOaltkft-SlitYLEP.ftE

The indisputable fact of large-scale failure of schools to engender

learning in their pupils at an acceptibfe rate has led critics of educa-

Alz-z1c111.-':-.

tion to charge teachers with incompetence. Rather than :attempting to deny

it, educators genarally haVe agreed that, Whatever the:reasons for it,

teacher incompetence is very etommon:44 that drastic weasures.to remedy it

:Are needed. wuch efforti therefore,..IS being directed toward the develop
.

..

went of teaching'Competence, and the terms-,-.."competencyrbased:teacher'trate!...

, ink" ancluccimpetency.lbaaedteadhereertifieation":::arecurrently
mach in

use. AccOrding*to dictiOnarydefinitions.,:grhee-and7COMpeteaCyhave-

-.:-. the sawi'Meariiiik,-....but in:..feurrentedUcational--,uaage.:there-Appearsto.-be

;

L. 1 7 .
n-; 7.7 2 . 71r-

diffete-tice COetenee -LS:the Were'...general -refers to
:

overall
_

- _ ;

'-'0Z-40AbilitYi. or "answering: all::the

eltperienee'and,training-for.; a definite eMployment',.:_aa4 anggestsgeneral.:-
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personal fitness for it. Competency is used to refer to some particular

element of competence. Contemporary writers often analyze teaching into

specific tasks and use,cpmpetency to refer to the capability, including

per:haps a whole set of skillsp necessary to the performance of a given

task.

The concept of competence is, of course, not new and one of the semen-

tic problems that arise comes from earlier Us ge and earlier ideas of how'

the fact of-competence might be established. Historically, caching com-

petence has been inferred from such evidence as testimonials, letters of

reference, transcripts of school records degrees c)r diplomas, personality

assessment, and cognitive tests and meas-ements. The current tendency is

to rule out all such eviden e and to depend solely on evidence derived

from two Sources: (1) evaluation of performaace in real or realistic sit-

uations, and (2) inference from evidence of learning on the part of parsons

taught (Del Schalock, 1970 ). There is, however, a problem connected With

the newer usage. While common sense woulC sugge

show that teacher competence has a major impa t on pupil learning, the evi-

t that it u t be easy to

dence of it from research is not abundant and, in particular, it 1 cks

clarity and consif,tency across bro d classes of teadhinglearning: itua-

tions (Flanders and Simon, 1969). The currant concept of teacher compe-

tence.depends more strongly on faith that its connections with pupil learn-

ing will be established by future research than on results already in hand

rom past research

The connection between teaching competence and teaching performance

also need to be considered. Teaching competence as such, is not _directly

observable 'but enerally regarded as a more or-less enduring personal
, ,

eharacteristic a specific teaching competency, too is presumed to be
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persistent and hence applicable to a whole series of similar situations

within the limitations of its definition. A .tesatlgormance, however

the observable manifestation of teaching competence, or competency, is

bound by time and place and other general situational'variables, which de-

fine its setting or context. .Thus it provides an available test from

which future perfomance ta similar situat.ions may be predicted, but no

one performance or brief series of performances really takes the full

measure of the competence or competency. That can only be determined in

retrospect. Thus the term _teachinperformancq, as we shall use it here,

refers to a particular sample of the general class of activities called

teaching without imPlying anything about the adequacy or representativeness

of the sample. The schematic diagram inPig. 1 illUstrates ehese rela-.

tionships. The solid arrows in the diagram signify causality, whereas the

_Similarity
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1

1

1
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1
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broken arrows signify definition or inference. Temporal.sequence from

left to right is implied. The broken tines surrounding the boxes contain-
.

ing teaching performance represent the external -ontext defined by what

we are here calling _general situational variables. The latter refer to

the terms of reference for a teachin learning situation as a-whOle, such

at the institutional netting, the relatively'fixed features of the physi-

cal surroundings, etc. , as distinguished from "conditions of learning".

subject to the teaehe immediate control. Generally the terms of refer-

ence 'taken together aver a period of time, are thought o

its teaching as a particular teaching assignment, but for

poses, they TIV4 be more narrowly drawn and used to define

by the practic-:

analytical pur-

e teaching task

*-in which case, according to our previous definitions, "competence" would

become _mpetency.

-Any evaluation of teaching performance must b gin with some concept of

teaching,.and evaluations based on radically different concepts may have

little in common. Since lattias a=-4 related concept, learnin,g, are the

_subject- of several highly developed theoretical Systems4;however it would

not be ueeful here to restrict either of them to.a single arbitrary defini

'tion. .Inasmezh as the conceptualizatioi of teaching is o e of the inherent

problems of performance evaluation, it will be discussed more fully in a

Mean While, a few very-general propositions 'abou.

learning need to.be eontidered:

Learning, like competence, is inferred from performance, not being

directly observable itself; Aut since learning Implies change--the devel-

opment of .some new behavior potential derived from experience---it can best

be demonstrated by a comparison of two or more performan ee by the same

.learner. (Sometimes, howev r it is inferred from a ingle performance
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together with certain ant cedent conditions atLd events, on the basis of an

implicit:or explicit assumption of zer pot2ntiality for -the p formauce
_ _

in question at some earlier time.) The kati, e formances in question

imuly f course _contexts of their awn, which are defined by what we will

here __call 22.pil situational variables. They provide the terms of reference

for those observable behaviors from- which learning is inferred. We note in

pcftssing that the term teac1 does not enter into the above definition of

IsErryllg although me are here concerned primarily with :learning that can
_ . _

be_attributed to. teaching. This rather=gross account of the circumstances

Pupil

Variables
.TOb.-'deriied)

[ Pmpi1_
Performance

served)

SlualaRty-
-

Comparisonr-

'Pupil,

SitiiaUoññl
-Variables
(Oliserved)

_Learning
(Inferred)

I Performance
J77. ..(Observed)

First Odcasion

Fig. 2

nd -Occasion

that generally constiute the bas-is for inferring the occurrence of learn-_

jmg-it-does not pretend to be-a complete desc iption--
_ _ _

_schematic diagram in Fig.

illustrated by

us _now xeturn to _t_9.a.c.11.1..gi ad consider a -general analysis, compat-

ible it is hoped, with several different theories of the teaching-learning



cess, for the sake of clarity in the discussion of evaluation of teach-

ing:performance that'will follow. Many coneepts of teaching have emerged

over the ages,- but contemporary thought hrs been profoundly influenced by

the-behaviorist viewpoint in psychology with its insistent emphasis on de-

scriptien, ot-_operations and -f observable eonditions and events (S-I.th et

aU;:1969). -In contemporary writing teaching appears to refer to a large

colliCeión-Of observable behaviors having direct or indirect effects on

lp-AtLatig. (ometimes it'is defined to include behaviors merely intended

to-haie-iffects on learning; it usually implies purpoieful activity, which

'will be-discussed further on ) The concept of teaching as "intervention,"

implyingthat_learning may occur without it, is also current. From learn-

ing theortea-ehe concept of teaching has'acquired the further connotations

of being-concerned with pu..:11ninbel_lavior and of involving manipula-

tiontof conditions of learning. What is here called ..taaL._,s_rtin_b_phav-

_ is distinct from the term pupil performance, Which was used to denote

the antecedent or subsequent series of pupil behaviors (e.g., in testing
_

situationa-fremwhiCh the -currence of learning coUld be detected, Be-

cause-pmplijsarning behavior is overt and hence observable, it is also

_
distinct from leaing itself, which is not directly observable.

. _

Usually taaAilig has been defined to include an evaluative function.

Many contemporary writers see evaluation as part and-pa cel o the teaching-7

learning process (Burns e al. _1956).. However, a separate role of 'eval-

uator" is sometimes recognized and from.this

ause of the gener

tinent to the'publi

al concern about teaching

eeling that

ome confue n may arise.

and learning a

interest and,especially because of the

matters per-

pervasive

lhey are not proceeding satisfactörily, many persons other

than teachers haVe sOught to determine for themselves what learning was

- ,



taking place. Thus the third-part concept
_ -

set of behaviors appropriate to the role

.7.91Utor raPci and a

:= 7

-f the outside evaluat r closely

akin to the evaluation func,ion in teaching , e
_

e to be recogii _ thcigh

not altogether conaistently. The internal and external forms of evalua-

tion need to be distihguished ifibre cleárlystótheir uses and the circum-

L-- .

stances of iheiloc-eurrinee, Wan'thOugh'they re iAtrinaidelly not very

ccal-
difTferent.

-The teith eVilUatidn-es applied te teadhing is generally understood to

include7ipedification of-ebSectiveS-(put-poses),
xamination-of experience

_

in terns Of-antededint.conditions-, intervening-actions,-subsequent condi-
_

fösturated-dauge-and---effect-relationshipa, ind value judgments based

_

y-on the information -Obtained and on the specified-objectives. When

1 td o1elyas a-component of the total_teaching-learning process, eval-

--bations seen a ihe concern of the-pars-ens involved. In seine accounts it

5-

Is-treaied priiirily as-the teache function, but others emphasize mutual

_
teacher- and-pupiI-evaIuatiori.

reaporicablIities- and- suggest exploration of

the: pupil purposes. The irk,

pOrt-ant point-for the present disddision is that control over the information-

15attingprocesies neaesdary fot vaivation -rests with,the teacher or with

tiii-teachei_and the pupil(s). -The conditions, events and behaviors that

aoratitifeeth+E-iiifbrMatiOn--bas
:may::notTbe7recorded--theY may merely bes_--

-----71Sbsirved and remembered--bue explicit consideration of objectives, examine-

-7tionl-f-experienca;.an4.formation±of value tudgments on the basis of both

1------7Untraniseled by -any. outside 'interference :are Accomplished.
The judgments

producta of this: kincl: of -evaluation-are ,useful

' and pupil(s) in deciding their fureher strategies-for teachin

ing, respectively.

and learn-
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'The Pvaluation conducted by a third party, perhaps an*outside evalua-

tor, is similar in its processes and requires the Fame bwric kinds of in-

formation, but typically employs more rigorous pr dq-es and applies e

stringent criteria of knowing. Toward this end the qaluator may atLempt

to extend his control, in particular, aver the pupil situational variables

that define the contexts fyr ipaiLzerfor_nance from which learning may be

inferred. In practice this may represent only a small incursion into the

realm of teaching and may serve the teaches purposes wall, but the pos-

sibility of conflict between the teachers and the evaluator's purpeses is

inherent in the social roles typically assigned to each. Frequently, 'when

the evaluation is to be conducted in a school setting rather than in a

laboratory, the solution with respect to control of information proces es-

is-to provide for an additional set of pupil performanees, external to

'those included in teaching and place them under the evaluator's jurisdic-.

tion. If that Is done the information about pup 1 learning known to the

evaluator is apt to be more detailed and precise than that ordinarily known

to the teacher, but It may fail to include data pertinent to some of the

teacher's Objectives. Since the information sought by th evaluator de-

'pends on the purposes of the evaluation, these must be considered next.

We are not here concerned with all possible purposes of evaluation of

teaching, butonly with those thatliertain to teacher preparation and

teacher certification,:which appear to be reducible to three:

1. For guidance of'prospective teachers within the,prep ation

programl.i.e

For guidance

formative evaluation with respect to individuals.

of teacher educators in program development o

modification i.e formative evaluatIon with respect to pro-

curricula component activitie etc., in prePeration

f6 teachitg



3. For teacher certification.

While evaluaLion for the first two 1.;:.,pses can be viewed as internal to

the teaching situation i±n the teacher educator is the "teacher" and

the prospective ;--dcher is the "pupil" they are clearly external to the

prospective teacher's'own teaching assignmert tn a laboratory or practice

-

teaching situation. Here the teacher educator,or someone elseassumes the

third-party role of evaluator and the evaluation methods more nearly resem-

ble those of external evaluation than the more casual methods typically

Oa by school teachers within the teaching process. Evaluation for teacher

Eertification is always a third-partv activity by reason of the accepted

-inttitutions, laws, and customs of our -ociety. logically it could hardly

Be otherwise, for there is nothing inherent in teaching that would regular-
.

iy provide all the information needed tor decision-making about c -tifi-

cation.

Referring back to the earlier d3agrams, it may be noted that assuming

s-:
third-party evaluation, the schema presented in Fig. 1 provides a rationale

af teacher certification. With minor modification the schema in Fig.' 2

provides a general model for the evaluation of any factor that affects

learning.

: III. Problems inherent in evaluation of teadhin rformance

Both teacher preparation and teacher certification require some overview

'Of the social structure within -which the future teacher will find employment

and clear definitions of the requirements of the positions 'in, which they

will be placed. In truth, the vrd teacher is misleading because there are

manSv kinds Of teachers some much .more specia ed then oth'ers good

preparation.for one:kind of teaching; position nay be grozsly inadequate for
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another. Beyond this preliminary problem are a series of others having to

do with purposee of teaching, with theory of the teaching-learning process,

,

with experimental control of factors other than teaching which affect learn-

__

ing outcomes, and with practical difficulties in ehe execution pf evalua-

eei :e

tion programs however well designed. These all have a bearing on the ulti-

erceeez::-_-e 7-

mate validity of the judgments and decisions derived from evaluation

7-- 7

teaehing performance and applied to guidance of the prospective teacher,

development and improvement of programs of preparations-or teacher certifi-

cation. The overarching problem nay be conceived as that of establishing

validity in all phases of evaluation for each of these purposes.
e

sireWdefinit '71C

It=thdUnited-Stiites principal' resonsibility -for-teacher preparation

-cittification-is 'vested-in-state-educational agencies and hence, histori-

cely,-the kinds of teaching assignments that have developed in practice

have beendonfirmed and legitimized by .such agencies (Stinnett, 1969). The

lidt_ orjab-titlea-Provide iniPottanteluea tcethe-kinds of azsigrmientea

gtienzilersen Might: be expected- -to -irederf:ke (In-NeW York State 57 differ-

EratIesaristed, ' Some: withr.sUbciaaiificatiOn A_study of- the job

specifications for each position within some major Jurisdiction, such as

a states_would,he a useful step toward realistic definition of the general

situational variables for various kinds of teaching. For the practicing

teacher_theee conditions, are typically associated 'with acceptance of a job

and,include_specificatian_of _the community the place of teaching (ordinar-
__

particularHarea_ particular school), the nature of the group to
_

be--tau the content- areas for which the teacher is to be responsiDee,_

the time available for teaching, the salary schedule, etc. Because these
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conditions are institutional, Ehe,indiv d'el teach especially the be-

ginner- generally has to accept them as data, i.e., given conditions not

readily subject to his control. While the planner for the future need not

accept existing institutions as being immutable, he does need to have a

good picture of what they are.

Although the types of teaching assignment for which prospective t h-

ers are to be prepared and for which certification requirements are stab-

lished may be clearly defined at a given time, they are not static in his-

torical perspective Okndrews,1970; Brubacker, 1947). A particular defini-

tion of job requirements nay become obsolete, and hence the performance-

based determination of competence, though valid at one time, may become

inapplicable under new conditions. The problem fhis poses for the evalua-

tor is that of deciding whether a given narrowly defined set of general

situational variables is sufficiently stable to justify the effort and ex-

pense of basing a perforlance evaluation on them. The more broadly defined

the job the less likely it is rapidly to become obsolete, but the subtle

problems of gradual obsolescence affect even the jobs of generalists. The

logical conclusions from these consIderatIons in terms of teacher prepara-

tion and certific ion are; (a) preparation for a changing job must be a

continual affair, and the performance criteria upon whieh preparation i

based must themselves be subje to periodic review; (b) certification of

pecified kinds of teachingcompetence cannot n honesty promise the future

relevsn e of that ompetence over a long term, as a lifetime teather certi-

.fication would appear-to do.

While it is useful to know the present patterns of job specifiCations .

and the change that are taking.pla e in them , arity about.the'desirable
.

directions of social-change is also meeded. Dfie-aspect of the evalUator
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problem, therefore, is to eoaceptualize the entire set of teach3 g pesl-

tions in some appropriate jurisdiction as they ought to be defined -Ithin

some reasonable reality constraints. A basic issue isjthat of-degre. of

specialization within the field of teaching. At Ile highest level of gen-

erality (lowest degree of specialization) one might conceive of an "all-

purpose teacher" qualified to teach any or all subject6 at any level to

pupils of any characteristics and social origins in ally kind of education-

al environment Though such versatility of teaching competence may appear

ridictilous and unlikely to occur in actual practice, this teacher general-

ist definition is often approximated in the breadth of teaching competence

expected of the el uentary school teacher and written into certification

requirements. It seem likely that if flimsy evidence of competence were

to be rejected, it would soon be apparent that the expectation of such a

broad array of competencies in persons to be assigned to relatively 1

ranking and low-paid positions was unrealistic. Either the teacher-

generalist concept should be retained, in the institutional pattern envis-

aged for the future, and training and compensation should be adjusted up-

ward in view of the diversity of demonstrated teaching competencies required

Of him, or else greater specialization among teachers of lower status should

be considered. The lowepaid generalist, expected to be ari things to'all

men :in.all eireux6otanees, can hardly fail te 13, accused of incompetenee in

many 0- the ,ituation in which he nay be,placed, even though he nay have

a very respeotable,competence.whih is not being called Upon. At present

high degrees of teacher specialization are most typical at the secondary

d advanced levels and especially in vocational fields.

Iteellae2e,af Teaching

After the

cies will corn

;teaching positions within:Which if.1.1 competenee or competen-, e

nto play:have been adequately coneeived in the social,:
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institutional sense a second problem arises- that of identifying and de-

fining the purposes of teadhing in the contexts in question. General

teaching aiMs and purposes are strongly assoeiated with the phil sophic

orientation of the persons or groups who define thent and expressions of

them in educational literature are not hard to find (Ammons, 1969). tut

their application to specific teadhing assignments may not be explicit

.enough to gUide an evaluation. And purposes are constantly n,transition.

This results in different and changing emphases among such outcomes of the

teaching-learning process as motor skills; factual information 'verbal

communication skills interests, esthetic appreciation and creativity,

social conformity or nonconformity, critical thinking, and values or sys-

tems of belief.

In the definition of teaching purposes an issue irises with respect to

"behavioral" statement. The translation of statements of teaching purpose

into "behaviorally stated objectives" is essential'to systematic and rigor-

ous evaluation. Though evaluation in terms of more vaguely stated objec-

tives is possible, it is likely to be impressionist-c end subjective. It

may depend on haphazard sources of information and thus be unverifiable.

There are people however, who object to the requirement that all teaching

purposes nust be put into the form of behavioral objectives on the grounds

that it distorts those aims of teaching that refer more to

perience

poses of

4 rd ex-

f the pupil than to his behavior. The effort to force all pur-

eachinr into a behavioral mold may, according to some, be au im-

possible exercise which is not u he bes nterest of education in general

(Andrews, 1969). The problem for the evaluator is tv dee'ide whether 0

not to include forms of evaluation that are impreosioaistie and of doubt-

ful replicability as well as those that_are rigorously objective.

_
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The purposes of teaching may at times come into conflict with those of

evalnation. Observation procedures essential to an evaluation may, for

example, introduce pupil or teacher anxieties fhat are inimical to the de-

sielopment a desirable attitudes and behaviors. 'Creative expression in .

JJarticular may be stifled-by. an evaluative frame of reference. Such con-

flicts way give rise to hostility between evaluator and teacher, especially

vhen ehe roles are assigned to different people who have not fully under-

stood and accepted-each othervs purposes. The challenge to tha evaluator

is to devise a way of accomplishing his own purpopes without interfering=

with the accomplishment of those of the teacher

A condeptual difficulty with regard to purposes of teaching is inherent

in the question of whether to consider them as part of the external context

or as part of the procesa of teaching. If one thinks of the purposes as

being socially determined ,in the main, and bf the teacher aa accepting

the goal orientations of.the surrollnding community, aeting.as an agent of

Society in the education pf its children, then one should presumably place

purposes of teaching among the .general situational variables that define

the teacher's assigrocAt. Same schools and some coMmunities have a clearly

identifiable philosophic' climate in Which expectations ss to the emphases

that teacherawill place on varions kinds.oflearningbutcomes.are explicit .

it ii generally not true that purpoaes are merely given as an external

*

reality to be accep ed, for the teacher can inflnence them and

If:one cpuceees that they "have- an important effect
.

lso regards them as modifiable, one is led:to place them among the

conditions of _learning. From this point of view s.ich _an activity -4s pnpil-
'

teacher planning (i.e., exploration, Coordination; and harmo tion of

<-

pup-ii and teacher purposes)-is-an-integral part of _teaching. Conceivably_



different kinds of statements about teaching purposes might be included in

both sets of variables with provision for systematic compa ison so as to

avoid contradictions. In any case the evaluator's problem, whether or not

he is a third party, is to define objectives for use in evaluation which

not only represent the expectations that others hold for the teacher and

pupil but also sufficiently take into account the modifications of purpose

taat nay grow out og the teadhing-learning process itself. At the very

least the evaluator needs to check from time to time the continuing valid-
.

ity of an original statement of pUrposes formulated, perhaps, some time in

the past. There is also the possibility that retrospective evaluation may

sometimes be needed based on purposes that have newly emerged.

Theo=

The denands-alat evaluation makes upon teaching theory and learning

theory, once the pur2oses of teaching have been defined, depend on the pur-

-poses cif the evaluation When the evaluation s intended to serve the neede

of teachers-in-preparation ni individual guidance.or the needs of teacher

eftcators for insights concernI4g.prOgram develop ent.- detailed analysis pf

teaching performance is Important. There :is a need to identify component

parts and often it may be useful to feVns on one part at a tinil. A theory

proviats the poWar to explaiiiiractice tea6hing, for ins ante in terms ol

the tessons for the resultt -obtained and lhence to dire t learner and

teacher'wefforts. to the particular aspects of performance most.needing

their attention.

Olen the teaching-learning process i
. . .

treated analytically the evalu
_

ator has the problem of justifying the fheory on which the analysis is

based. If established theory is invbked, presumably g body of research

based on it may be drawn upon.- Each component of teaching, hoever defined
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and whatever its potuiated relationship to other componen must have

demonstrable validity in its own right if it i: to be coosidered as a

arate element of the teaching performance subjected to evaluati n. Comae-

vents that are not directly observable require evidence of construct valid-

itythat is, they should be anchored to observable conditions or events

both antecedent and sUbsequent to Cleir own postulated. oeturrence. .If,

for instance$ it is specified that teaching performa ce sh ll be judged in

part on the basis of a task called "creation of a favorable climate r

learning," then it must be shown ( ) that desirable learning outcomes de-

pend on favorable climate, and (b) that favorable climate depends on some

set of teacher behaviors in 30MS set.of circumstances.

When the purpose of ehe evaluation is teache- certification only, the

detailed analysis of teaching performance is not essential, The basic

questions are whether, but not how, the intervention achieves its results,

and whether a given performance or set of performances constitute valid

evidence that similar results will regularly.be obtained in the future by

the individual candidate. While the evaluator may use a theory that sub-

divides teadhing performance (e.g., by specifying tasks, "strategies,"

"neves," et )0 he is not compelled to do so. If be does, however, he

nust call upon his theory for a rationale for combining them into a whole

which- can be evaluated and used in what is essentially a "go or no-go'

eision. ,Admittedly, the decision process ca

de -

be fractionated into a sere

leo of decisions and earlier decisions ip the series can be made tentative

and can be used in individual guidance in a way that may mper the harsh-

ness of their imp:act. The point here is that the final.decisions and

logically the certikication process itself, rests an.a summative avalua---

tion and that therefore-the validity of-the formula for combining parts can



be brought into question and must be Justified.)

'One popular approach to evaluation for teacher certification is to es-

tablish a list of "minimum competencies" and insist that each is essential

and th refore that certification must be conditioned upon demonstration of

All by the candidate. This amounts to a requirement that all teachers in

.a given category erupt be alike with respect to :these minima, though not

necessarily with respect to levels of competency above the minimum nor with

respect to competencies other than those included in the reference list.

There can be no doubt that this is a possible procedure, but there may be

some argument about its desirability. The argument in its favor would ap-

pear to rest on the assumption that if a teacher Is incompetent in a cer-

tain area the pupils wIll not learn in that area, i.e. that they have no

alternative to learning by'the mediation of that particular teacher. It is

conceivable, however, fhat children may learn n their own" or by way of

the casual (or planned) intervention of adulta other than the teacher to

whom they are assigned Stephens 1967). Perhaps they have less need for

protection from specific'areas of incompetence in an individual, teaCher

then from general mediocrity, which certification based on a check list of

minimdm competencies would do nothing-to prevent. This line:of:thinking

might lead to:the alternative approedh of setting some minimum:level for a

combination Of ompeten ies r a sort of index of general competence,

vdthont stipulation:as to minima levels of-specific ingtOients. The_com-

ponent-competencies could be measured.and reported without being u

emately as criteria.for,certification and tbv2- houl authorities

ie4 sep7

inAttaff

lug could seek a balande in a whole group of teachere not required of each

Individual. The very talented person with one or two areas of,glaring in-

compet nce would not be barred, even from teachin positions in which
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competence in those particular areas was ordinarily to be expected, but if

employed despite the known weaknesses w uld presumably be assigned in such

a way that the needs of pupils would be properly provided for. Whatever

the certification procedures, the rationale on which they are based needs

to be validated not merely as a possible and plausible one but as a neces-

sary or definitely beneficial one. To be justifiable as public policy it

Must demonstrate that it tends to encourage persons wIth natural or acquired

proficiencies for teaching to enter the profession, while persuading those

lacking them and unlikely to acquire them to turn elsewhere .

4= 0Ontrol of:Extraneous Factors

Up to this point,we have stressed the importance of locating teadhing

positions within the social-institutional context, of ident 2ying te ching

purposes and translatingthem into behavioral objectives so far as reason-

ably possible, and of applying valid theory to the analysis of teaching

performance and to the processes of teacher preparation and certification.

1.7e now must go on to the problems of getting the detailed information the

evaluator must have about specific instances of teaching performance in

order to be able to make judgments or reach con lusions about them. Be-

cause 'of the fluidity typical of the.teaching-learning process, it is a

long step from merely knowing that it i- haopening to having systematic

and pertinent information about it. The evaluator Inust

-Ay deviSed,proeedures for, observation and instruments for measur

careful

the variables defined by the theory he is using. The topic of instrumen

tation and the preblems of validity ass elated with it will be discussed

_

in a separate paper. But a related question will be considered now--that

of the exclusion_from the information compiled _f contamination from_fac-
--

tors other than teaching performance which might affect the observed out-
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comes. For instance, if in the performance a given task from which a

particular teaching competency is to be inferred certain ales from the

teacher would normally lead to a given type of pupil response but failed

to do so because of undetected contrary influences, the interpretation en-

coded as information might be false.

In obtaining,adequate'information for the evaluatibn of teaching per-

formance the evaluator has a twofold problem. First, with respect to the

teaching performance itself he must identify and sufficiently describe all

factors likely to have major effects on the learning in question, because

potent factors, if unrecognized, may easily falsify the inference that

learning resulted (or failed to result) from the conditions and events ob-

served. And secondly, he nust be equally circumspect about the influences

upon the pupil performances from which his knowledge about the occurrence

of learning is derived. In other words, extraneous influences on the

teaching-learning process and extraneous influences on either or both of

the testings from which data are obtained might contaminate the information

and hence the evaluation. The known sources of possible contamination.can

often be dealt with in designing the evaluation procedures, and unknown

ones can be counteled wy sampling teaching performance_generously -nd aver-

aging results over a number of occasIons or over many learners. But this

may be expensive.- The samPle,size, the sampling procedures dontrol over-

pupil situational variables to assu e comparable conditiOns for the pre-

%

and post7learning petformances, and redogniticin of'interventions other than

teaching--all are problems bf the tralid70!:y of the:alata-which are ouite-dis-

-tinct:fr _.problems.of the Validity pf the theoretical constructs or of-tha

teaching:purposes previously considered Th- preplems of data will be re- ,

visited in connec ion with our consideration of instruments for use in eval-
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uation of teaching performance.

Execution

The practical difficulties in the execution of evaluatiOn procedures

.need not be considered at length here, as many of them ate only too well

known and are discussed elsewhere (Weiner and Howell, 1967). Problems

arising from conflicting purposes must certainly rank at least equal to

those of limitations of resources. Since teaching performance is of vital

concern to so many different people, whose needs and interests a e differ-

ent, the tendency to prejudge results is a verSr c non source of pra ticel

difficulties.

IV. lielatedriesues

Although many issues are related to those that are inherent in the

evaluation of teaching performance, we shall consider only a few that are

currently receiving considerable attention by the teaching profession and

the general public. They are: racial bias in the selection of teachers,
. .

merit rating as applied to teachers, the accountability of persons and in-

stitutions for their educational effectiveness the pros and cons of new

practices i- differential staffing of the schools, and the Issue of C.OTIIMU

nity'eontrol of the schools.

1. Racial bias

The soci 1 Changes of t e p st two, decades, and espe lally the changes

in the ethnic composition of the population of the large cities of the

United States reflecting migration, have accentuated the problems of racial

and ethnic imbalances.in city school systems that previously existed.

(Suburban and rural areas are, of course not immune, but it i
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coneeded that the problem is presented most acutely in large cities.) In

particular, the imbalance between the racial and ethnic composition of the

teaching staff and that of the pupil population in many or most city

schools brings to the fore the question of whether the procedures for the

recruitment of candidates for teacher training and those for teacher certi-

ficatio (or licensure) are fre(i fram racial or ethnic'discrimination. It

can be arguedand is being rgued--that existIng examination progxams,

which purport to evaluate the candidate's suitability for the teadhing pro-

fession on the basis of tests and interviews, effectively exclude members

of minority groups whose potential capability as teachers can be demonstra-

ted. This problem, like others previously considered, can be stated in

terms of validity, for racial bias--like any other kind of biasimpairs

the validity of the evaluation in which it occurs. While the old mistakes

are clear enough, the new ones we may be making as we devise new performance-

based evaluation procedures are not so readily apparent. Are the competen-

cies themselves defined in such a way as to reflect values not shared by

certain minorities in the populatian? Are fhe procedures by which they

may be assessed free from discriminatory provisions? It might be argued

that performance-based teacher certification itself would be a remedy for

racial and ethnic bias in the recruitment and selection processes, but this

will be true only to the e tent that the new set of operatIons is itself

untainted.

HerItratIn

An issue of longer standing than that of racial bias, at least so far

nationwide emphasis is concerned is the question of merit rating. One

view is that a teacher's retention in employment, acquisition of tenure

and salary advancement should be made contingent upon effective performance
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as determined by procedures specified in some merit system. The various

plans set up for the determination of merit are in fact, the progenitora

of today's programs for performance evaluation and some of the old argu7

ments still apply though others are outmoded because of advances in tech-

nology. Opposition t o meritrating in the past has often b- n able to

challenge particular plans successfullyprecisely, on the gounds of the

unsoundness of their evaluation processes. Methods of rating teacher.com

petence were almost routinely found in well-controlled research to be lack-.

g in predictive power against criteria of pupil learning. This objectton

will fail once fully valid sy'stems of evaluating overail teacher competence

i.e.,adequate fulfillment of all the essential responsibilitie of the posi-

tion, become established. But other arguments will per st because they

are based on other grounds, such as the fear that merit rating will create

a ClimaCce of fear and'suapicion and thus have an unwholesome effect' on re-

lationships among teachers.

Accountability

Somewhat related to the issue f merit ra- ms is that of accountability

for educational results. In one sense it.is not an issue, for everyone

seems to agree that accountabiliZ7,YUeisSe- is a "good thing." The problems

:ari e when one attempts to define who must be held accountabl to wham,

for:what, and in What manner. Since this topic4s currently receiving in-

tensiveconsideration elsewhere, we will ely note in passing that es

the methodology of evaluation of teaching perfofmance develops it ii likely

to-be snatcheolup and put to _se in more general programs of system-wid

area-wide, or state-wide evaluation now being conaidered'under the ippetus

Of the inter:
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Differential staffing

An issue cloAely related to the problem of defining various teaching

positions in terms of job specifications within social-insLtutional con-

texts, which va.s discussed earlier, Ls the now somewhat abated controversy

'about differentiated staffing. The concept of introducing "teacher aides"

into the school staffing pattern was put forward with iome fanfare by the

Ford Foundation's Fund for the Advancement of Education in'the early l950's:

Almost at once there was extensive opposition to the idea, based largely on

some oT the conditions, such as increased class size, that were associated

with it in the early experiments. Since that time the use of various kinds

of school aides, teacher aides, educational assistants, etc., often grouped

under the generic term paraprofessionals, has increased rapidly and some

of the controversy has subsided, though the issues have not necessaTily

beeh resolved. Since the newer patterns of differentiated staffing invo vs

questions of preparation for and societal legitimization of the new posi-

tions and also the possibility of progression from paraprofessional to pro-

fessional responsibilities (the "career ladd r" concept), they cannot help

affecting and being affected by developments in the area of evaluation of

Leaching performance.

J. Comnitir

The final i ue to be me tioned briefly'here is that -f community con-

troi of the Schools-. .-Sometimes-,th s appearsjn the form of controversy

over a plan of decentralization, as it has in NeW York City SoMetimes it

relates mainly ..togue tions Of representation on b _rds of education and

minority group int



to evaluation of teaching performance is identical with its relevance Co

all aspects of evaluation; al ost axiomatically any shift iu the pr..oces-

ses of social control and in the balance of representation within the

structures where control.is exercised entails corresponding shifts in pu_N.

poses, which are the foundation upon which all evaluations are built._

therfo e, changes in control almost inevitably affect the mecftanisms 0

evalua ion, its instrumentalities procedures, and technology, because tie

latter are'dependent to a considerable extent on the various s 'ts Of re$V7.

lations and understandings through vhich general control 1 s mA-ntained.
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